The Gods, Superior Beings and Adverse Forces

With an ordinary or neutral year he would not have succeeded but without bad results for himself or for the others.
This year, because it is dangerously bad, the consequences
came in full. Now all I can do is to make the best out of the
situation; but it has become a big ﬁght.
This is what I meant when I spoke, but very few people understood what I meant by “Be careful.” I meant: “Do always the
best you can and make as far as possible no spiritual mistake.”
On the contrary, most of them started fearing and that in itself
is already a big spiritual mistake. Instead of being more vigilant
and more faithful, most of them at once opened the door to
the hostile suggestions and aggravated the situation. Some went
even so far as to blame me for having spoken, not understanding
that if I cannot warn the people here and advise them to keep
ﬁrm in the right attitude, it means that they are not true sadhaks
and have no sincerity in their attitude.
In order to make myself more clear, I repeat what I wanted to
say; in a year like this one when the adverse forces have decided
to attack at the utmost of their capacity, it is required from all
those who have decided to ﬁght for the Divine Realisation, to
avoid carefully all fear.
When I spoke at the beginning of the year I insisted on
the necessity of being especially vigilant because when times
are bad whatever mistake one makes brings immediately its
full consequences, the action of the Grace being hampered by
the intensity of the adverse attack; the faith must be more total, the vigilance more constant, the trust in the Divine more
absolute.
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*
As for your opening upward — fear nothing; it all depends on
your sincerity. If it is the Divine alone that you want and not
some personal advantage, it is the Divine alone who will answer
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